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HANG NEAR HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE

 INSTRUCTIONS
or Installing and Adjusting

HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE
The HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE can be installed in any position.

The cold water line should have a MINIMUM 27” 
THERMAL LOOP the  water heater, storage tank or source of hot 
water, to prevent the backing up of hot water during periods no 

. The  line should be installed in such a ma er that it 
can r  the cold water inlet  the HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE and also  the 
source of the hot water supply.  A circulating pump must also be installed on th  
return line and the pump must  continuously.

To adjust the HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE, the adjusting screw must  
be turned all the way into the bonnet of the HOLBY TEMPERING 
VALVE. Check the temperature of the circulating return  
water is hotter than the desired outlet temperature of the HOLBY 
TEMPERING VALVE, the return line should be shut off until 

TEMPERING VALVE, and allow the water to run while adjusting the HOLBY 
TEMPER

then the hot water. Note the temperature leaving the HOLBY 
TEMPERING VALVE on the thermometer installed a short distance 
away from the valve’s outlet  turn  the adjusting screw 
left or counter clockwise and wait a few minutes to note results. Repeat 
until a satisfactory temperature is obtained.  When adjusting the 
HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE, turn the adjusting screw ¼ turn at a time 
for valves 1” and smaller. Turn ½ turn at a time for the 1-1/4” valve.  Turn 1 
to 2 turns at a time for 1-1/2” and 2” valves. Turn 3 turns at a time for 
valves 2-1/2” and larger.

An adequate supply of hot water must be supplied to the HOLBY TEMPERING 
VALVE. he temperature of this water is to be at least 20 degrees higher 
than the HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE setting otherwise proper regulation 
may not take place. Do not turn off the cold water feed to the HOLBY 
TEMPERING VALVE at night or at any other time in order to 
increase the temperatu e at the outlet of the valve. If the water is 
not hot enough the cold port in 
the HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE  If the cold water feed is closed 
partly or entirely, proper regulation by the HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE 
is impossible and it’s more sensitive parts  unduly st ained.

The HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE IS NOT an anti-scald device. Therefore, if 
absolute safety and fail safe protection against scalding is required, especially in 
hospitals, nursing homes, residential, children’s homes and many 
other facilities requiring safety, we recommend the following:

A constantly energized electrical solenoid valve must be provided  installed 
 the hot water the HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE with a 

quick aqua-stat located  of the HOLBY 
TEMPERING VALVE. 

The HOLBY TEMPERING VALVE should be serviced annually or as necessary based 
on water quality.  To service the valve, isolate and drain the Cold Inlet, 
Hot Inlet and Mixed Outlet.  Shut down and isolate the hot return line.  Open the 
valve by removing the onnet.  Three components must be removed from 
the valve to perform servicing:  he Thermal 

the piston travels
freely in the bore when re-installed.  

efer to the HOLBY TROUBLE-SHOOTING GUIDE for method of piston 
removal.  

Maximum Operating Pressure:  125 PSIG

HOLBY VALVE INC.
24 FERDON ST  NEWARK, NJ 07105 U.S.A.

TEL: (973)-465-7400    www.holby.com   E-mail: sales@holby.com
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